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Oliver Finneketty

Oliver Finnekettey is a PC played by club24.

Oliver Finneketty

1)

Gender Male
Race: Human

Faction: Independent
Occupation: Con-artist

Rank: N/A

Physical Appearance

2) Oliver is a tall and lanky man standing at 6’5” with little visible muscle and often leaning against the
wall or slightly hunched. He dresses in his long black coat, cargo pants, tank top and tactical vest
along with a double sidearm holster on his chest holding both of his heavy single-shot energy pistols.

He has an almost unusually long and narrow face with thin lips and pointed nose, his eyes are grey
coloured and have an intelligent look in them which is often foreshadowed by the uneasy presence he
gives off. There is no facial hair on him and his hair is brown and shaggy covering his ears and eyes if
not pushed back.
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Biography

3) Oliver was born on the streets and abandoned by his mother who sold
him off so she could feed her addictions leaving him alone from birth to
survive in the city underworld by himself where he barely survived as
an infant. He was cared for by an ex-comedian and street magician for
most of his life who acted like his father named Paul, from him he
learned many skills required to survive in the gritty underworld
including misdirection and slight-of-hand.

By his teen years Oliver had become a seasoned pickpocket and con-artist having to resort to cheap
tricks to survive, he considered himself an equal opportunist and didn't hesitate to take from anyone
he met who he could profit from. This habit landed him in a world of trouble when he decided to shake
down a disgraced culinary master, he'd been kicked out of a competition for fraud in culinary skill
using magic. After the less than successful attempt at getting money from the chef Oliver was pitied
by the man and to repay him for a more severe beating than he deserved the chef taught his own
brand of culinary conjuration to Oliver.

With his newly acquired skill Oliver was able to move away from petty theft and into more
conventional means if not still illegal, he could manipulate the properties of the food he conjured and
as a result was able to become an effective con-man with a bit of practice. After “going straight”
Oliver managed to find himself a love interest who shared his feelings but had already been forced to
marry a notorious but small-time crime boss who called himself El guapo. Oliver met Trinity, his love,
in secret every so often and would smuggle her gifts he bought with his profits. Eventually they
planned her escape and he cheated his victory in a poker game with El Guapo without being
suspected winning two heavy energy pistols, Oliver had them coloured and added some livery
planning to give them to Trinity as a proposal gift and her means of escape.

On the night of the escape however he was sold out by an old accomplice who figured out he had
cheated the victory and Oliver was forced to try fighting his way through to find Trinity, however a
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bounty hunter by the name of Finnigan had been hired to take his head and the two engaged in
combat ending with Oliver destroying a fuel supply. El Gaupo and Trinity were both killed in the blast
and Oliver never found any trace of finnigan assuming he had been incinerated, Oliver now carries
the guns as both a weapon and a burden on his soul for the one time he allowed himself to do
something for another person and they died because of him.

Personality

Oliver Finneketty is quite a sarcastic man with dry humor and wit who doesn't always mix well with
others, he prefers to work alone as he has done for many years on the street but doesn’t dismiss
teamwork as inferior. Although he is a con-artist Oliver follows a code and will admit when he is wrong
along with only taking what he needs (as if it justified crime), he will stick by promises he makes and
will look out for people he grows closer too.

Abilities/Skills

Conjuration: Oliver was taught how to conjure using magic however his ability is limited to
culinary items only, using his conjuration ability for so long he has learned how to alter the
physical properties of items he can create and effectively is able to make tools out of food.

Sleight of Hand: Growing up in the gritty underworld of the city Oliver had to fight just to survive
and it drove him to steal whenever he could get away with it, as a child pickpocketing was easy
now as an adult he has developed the skill to continue pickpocketing undetected.

Fighting: Sometimes a stealthy purse nabbing doesn't go to plan which is how Oliver developed
his fighting ability, he isn't particularly skillful but can hold his own in a fight even with those
bigger than him.

Items

1 x [black] long coat

1 x [grey] cargo pants

1 x [navy] tactical vest (stolen)

1 x [black] tank top

1 x [grey] double sidearm holster

2 x [pink] Heavy, Single-Shot energy pistols (equivalent of stolen)

OOC Notes

This page was originally created by club24 on Mon 22-01-18.
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